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Examples of Activities
Look, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.

Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Draw a mind map with the
key information.
Step 3: Add and extra information
that provides more detail about the
topic

Step 1: Read, cover and recreate the
diagram.

Step 2: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram
and give
Step 6: Check your answers with a
specific examples.
tick for correct answers or a cross for
Step 4: Check your answers using the Step 3: Check your answers using
incorrect.
information in all three sections of your class notes or ask your teacher
to check in your next lesson.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with
the Knowledge Organiser.
the information from that section.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.
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Context

English Y10 Unit 1: An Inspector Calls

1912

Plot summary
Act 1

Set in April 1912, Brumley (Midlands). The Birling family and Gerald
Croft are celebrating Sheila Birling’s engagement to Gerald Croft with a
dinner. Mr. Birling lectures his son, Eric Birling, and Gerald about the
importance of every man looking out for himself if he wants to get on in
life. Edna (the maid) announces that an inspector has arrived. Inspector
Goole says that he is investigating the death of a young woman who
committed suicide, Eva Smith. Mr. Birling is shown a photograph of Eva
and, after initially denying recognising the woman in the photo, he
remembers firing her in 1910 for organising a strike over workers’ pay.
Sheila recalls also having Eva sacked about her manner when served by
her in an upmarket department store. The Inspector reveals that Eva
Smith changed her name to Daisy Renton. Gerald reveals to Sheila he
had an affair with Daisy Renton.
Act 2

Gerald explains to the Inspector that he had an affair with Eva but
hasn’t seen her since he ended their relationship back in Autumn 1911.
Sheila gives her engagement ring back to Gerald. The Inspector turns
his attention to Mrs. Birling. She confesses that she also had contact
with Eva but that Eva gave herself a different name. Eva approached a
charity chaired by Mrs. Birling to ask for help. Eva was desperate and
pregnant but help was refused by Mrs. Birling because she was
offended by the girl calling herself Mrs. Birling. She tells Eva that the
baby’s father should be made entirely responsible. She also tells
Inspector Goole that the father should be held entirely responsible and
be made an example of.
Act 3

Eric is revealed as the father. He stole money from Mr. Birling’s office to
provide money to Eva. The Inspector delivers his final speech. After he
leaves, the family begin to suspect that he was not a genuine police
inspector. A phone call to the Chief Constable confirms this. Next, they
phone the infirmary to be informed that no suicide case has been
brought in. Mr. Birling, Mrs. Birling and Gerald congratulate themselves
that it was all a hoax and they can continue as before. This attitude
upsets Sheila and Eric. The phone rings. Mr. Birling announces to the
family that a girl has just died on her way to the infirmary and a police
officer is coming to question them.

Themes

Character

Purpose

Adjectives

Inspector
Goole

Priestley’s mouthpiece;
advocates social justice.

Righteous, powerful,
unconventional,
imposing, sardonic
and mysterious.

Arthur Birling

Businessman and capitalist
who is against social
equality. A self-made man
(new money).

Arrogant, pompous,
selfish, stubborn,
prejudiced and
overconfident.

Sybil Birling

Husband’s social superior;
believes in personal
responsibility.

Cold, supercilious,
prejudiced and
remorseless.

Sheila Birling

Changes her views and
pities Eva. Regrets her
actions.

Curious,
compassionate,
astute, remorseful
and sensitive.

Eric Birling

Drinks too much; regrets his
actions.

Reckless, immature,
frustrated and
compulsive.

Gerald Croft

Businessman engage to
Sheila and politically close
to Birling.

Evasive and
pragmatic.

Eva Smith

Comes to represent victims
of social injustice.

Emblematic,
vulnerable,
principled.

Key methods
Dramatic Irony

The audience knows what the characters
don’t.

Cyclical Structure

A text that starts and ends in the same way
or place.

Entrances and Exits

When characters enter or leave the stage –
provides tension.

Foreshadowing

Hinting at later events.

Responsibility

Socialism

Symbolism

Using a character or object to represent a
wider idea.

Power and
manipulation

Inequality

Use of sound

Use to interrupt characters or create
disruption e.g. the phone call.

Just before the sinking of the Titanic and a couple of years
before WW1. British society was completely divided by class.
Those with the most money had the most power. Only men
who owned property could vote; women couldn’t vote. There
weren’t really any state benefits which is why charities were
so important. Things were beginning to change: there was
miner’s strike in 1912 (the largest the country had ever seen)
and the Labour Party formed in 1906 to represent the
interests of the working class.
Women

Women in 1912, regardless of social class, were seen as
second-class citizens – a fact underlined by their lack of a
right to vote. Working class women were worst off than rich
women. They were paid much less than men for doing the
same work and were often seen as “easy prey” for rich young
men to harass. In 1903 the Women’s Social and Political
Union (WSPU) was founded by Emmeline Pankhurst. It was a
women-only organization that campaigned for the vote for
women to help them gain more rights. The suffragettes
fought to bring equality for women. All women over 21 got
the right to vote in 1928.
WW1 (1914-1918)

WW1 was a watershed moment in European history. Millions
died and many returned from the war with both physical and
mental injuries. Survivors were disillusioned and felt
betrayed by the men who sent them to war. Priestley
described the war as a ‘huge, murderous public folly’ and felt
that ‘the British command specialized in throwing men away
for nothing’. He fought in the war and lost many friends and
cited the war as the cause for his prejudice against the ruling
class. WW1 was known at the time as “The war to end all
wars” but just over 30 years later the world was at war again.
The Beveridge Report (published 1942)
Proposed the creation of a Welfare State. Called for a
nationalised healthcare service (NHS) and free education
including university. The Labour Party adopted the report as
part of their election pledges of 1945.
1945
Following the end of WW2, there was an increased desire for
major changes in society. People had lived through
rationing, the blitz and Voters (especially returning servicepeople and the working class) did not want to return the old
way of doing things which many people blamed for the
problems in the 1930s. There was a general election and
Winston Churchill’s Conservative party lost to the Labour
party led by Clement Atlee. Atlee’s government set up the
welfare state which included the NHS.
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YR10 F Autumn 1 Maths
Factorising-putting brackets back in

Factorising double Brackets
Expand Double Brackets

(𝑥+2)(𝑥+3)

Equation of this line is y = 4x + 2

Substitution:

EGs
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Yr10 H Autumn 1

1. Standard Form

2. Multiplying or
Dividing with
Standard Form
3. Adding or
Subtracting with
Standard Form

𝑨 × 𝟏𝟎𝒃

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝟏 ≤ 𝑨 < 𝟏𝟎,
𝒃 = 𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒈𝒆𝒓
Multiply: Multiply the numbers and add
the powers.
Divide: Divide the numbers and subtract
the powers.
Convert in to ordinary numbers,
calculate and then convert back in to
standard form

8400 = 8.4 x 103

0.00036 = 3.6 x 10−4
𝟏. 𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎𝟑 × 𝟒 × 𝟏𝟎𝟔 = 𝟖. 𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟗
𝟒. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎𝟓 ÷ 𝟑 × 𝟏𝟎𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎𝟑
𝟐. 𝟕 × 𝟏𝟎𝟒 + 𝟒. 𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎𝟑
= 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎𝟎 + 𝟒𝟔𝟎𝟎 = 𝟑𝟏𝟔𝟎𝟎
= 𝟑. 𝟏𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎𝟒 6
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GCSE Biology (Combined and separates)
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

White blood
cell

Part of the immune system they are involved
in phagocytosis and destroying pathogens
A type of cell that carries oxygen and carbon
dioxide around the body

Red blood cell
Platelets

1

Plasma

Artery
Vein
Capillaries
Coronary
Heart Disease
Plaque
Blood clot

Stents

2

Statins

Section B: The heart

Topic 2: The circulatory
system
Section C: Blood vessels

Involved in blood clotting and scab formation
A straw coloured liquid that makes up just
over half the volume of blood.
Muscular walled tubes that take blood away
from the heart

A tube that circulates deoxygenated blood
back to the heart
Tiny blood vessels that connect arteries and
veins
When the blood vessels of the heart are
narrowed by plaque
Fatty deposits that block the arteries causing
high blood pressure and heart disease
When a mass of cells joins together to form a
group.
A balloon that is inserted into the artery,
that inflates a wire mesh to widen the
artery.
A type of drug used to reduce blood
pressure

Risk factor

Something that increases your chance of
getting an illness or disease

Cancer

A disease caused by the uncontrolled growth
of cells.

Benign

A type of non-cancerous tumour

Malignant

Cancerous growths (tumours)

Section D: Plaque formation in CHD

Section : Benign vs Malignant Tumours

There are two types of tumours. Benign and
malignant. A biopsy will be performed in order for
the doctors to identify which type of tumour it is.

GCSE Chemistry (Combined and Separate)
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Keywords

Definition

Quantity

The amount of something

Frequency

The amount of times something
happens over time

Tier 3 Keywords

Definition

Rate of reaction

The rate at which reactants are being
turned into products

Reactant
Product
Activation energy

Enzyme

What is used in a chemical reaction
What is made in a chemical reaction
The minimum energy required for a
chemical reaction to take place
The theory that states for a chemical
reaction to happen, particles must
collide with sufficient energy
The number of particles in a given
volume
A biological catalyst

Chemical
decomposition

The breaking down of a chemical to
form new products

Precipitate

A solid formed from a solution

Collision theory

Concentration

Section B: What is rate of reaction?
The rate of reaction is the speed at which a chemical reaction
is happening. e.g. Rusting = Slow reaction
Firework = Fast reaction
Rates can be calculated by either measuring the quantity of
reactant used or the quantity of product made in a certain
length of time. (quantities measured in mass (g) or volume
(cm3). Fast reactions have a high g/cm3 value
These quantities can be plotted against time to show how
mass or volume changes over time.
Here you can see
how the quantities
of reactants change
over time as they
form the new
product until no
reactants are left.
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4. Catalysts A catalyst is a chemical which increases the rate of a
reaction without being used up itself. They do this by providing an
alternative reaction pathways that has a lower activation energy.

Section B: Collision theory
Reactions occur when particles
collide with a certain amount of
energy. The energy required for
each reaction is different and is
called the activation energy.
The rate of reaction depends on
the frequency of collisions per
unit of time and the energy they
have. The more collisions per
second the more likely they are to
react. If particles collide with less
energy than the required amount they will not react.

This can also reduce cost.

This graph shows the
amount of energy in the
reactants and products,
you will see more
examples of them later.

Section D: Measuring rate of reaction

Section C: Factors affecting rate of reaction
There are 4 ways that we can change the rate of reaction:
1.Temperature Increasing temperature
increases the overall energy of the particles,
also causing them to move around faster.
This means there are more successful
collisions per second and a faster
low temp
rate of reaction.

Topic 8: Rate of chemical
change - part 1

high temp

Here are three examples of measuring rate of reaction:
Measuring of volume
of gas produced over time
e.g. decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide
Accurate unless too much
gas escapes to be measured

2. Concentration/Pressure Increasing the concentration of a liquid means
more particles in a given volume, so there are more collisions between
particles a second. Increasing the pressure of a gas has the same effect,
forcing the particles into a smaller volume and making the particles more
concentrated.

Measuring the change in
mass in a chemical
reaction over time, like a
gas product escaping
the container
e.g. marble chips and acid
Most accurate method

3. Surface area As reactions occur when particles collide, particles in the
centre of materials will not react unless they are exposed. Increasing the
surface are of a solid (by breaking into smaller pieces) means there are
more surfaces for particles to collide against, meaning more collisions per
second.

Time taken for precipitate
to cover a cross. Rather than
measuring at intervals this looks
for an end point of the reaction.
The timer is stopped when there
is enough cloudy solid product
to cover the cross. e.g. sodium thiosulphate and acid
People might not agree on the exact point the cross ‘disappears’ so
this can be open to opinion (subjective). You also can’t plot a rate
of reaction graph from this as you only have an end point.

GCSE Physics

Topic: Forces

Section C: Resultant forces

Section D: Drawing Forces

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary
Free body
diagram

Definition
A diagram that shows the forces
acting on a single object.

The force when two or more
Resultant Force forces are added together (net
force).
When all the forces on an object
cancel out and the resultant force
Equilibrium
is zero.
Inertia

The tendency for motion to
remain unchanged.

If you have a number of forces acting on a single point, you To find the resultant force by scale drawing:
can replace them with a single force (RESULTANT).
1. Pick a sensible scale e.g. 1cm=1N
2. Draw the resultant from the tail of the first
1. Consider the horizontal and vertical components
arrow to the tip of the last.
separately.
3.
Measure the size of the resultant using a ruler.
2. Give the size and direction of the resultant force.
4. Measure the direction with a protractor
e.g.
(bearing).
Vertical:
1500N-1500N= 0N
Horizontal:
1200N-1000N= 200N
Resultant= 200N LEFT

Vector quantity that is a property
of moving objects.

Section E: Newton’s Laws

Momentum
Greater the mass or velocity, the
greater the momentum.
The amount of distance it takes for
Stopping
a vehicle to stop.
Braking distance + Thinking
distance
distance= Stopping distance
The distance taken to stop under
Braking distance
the braking force.
Thinking
distance

The distance travelled during the
drivers reaction time.

Newton’s
Law

1st

F= Force (N)
m= Mass (kg)
a= Acceleration (kg m/s2)

Newton’s
Law

Momentum
𝒑 =𝒎 ×𝒗
p= Momentum (kg m/s)
m= Mass (kg)
v = Final velocity (m/s)

If the resultant force on a stationary
object is zero, the object will remain
stationary.
If the resultant force on a moving object
is zero, the object will carry on moving
at the same velocity.

F= m x a
2nd

Section B: Calculations
Newton’s Second Law
𝑭=𝒎×𝒂
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Newton’s 3rd
Law

Force and mass are directly
proportional.
Acceleration is inversely proportional to
the mass.

When two objects interact, the force
they exert on each other is equal and
opposite.

Section F: Factors affecting stopping distances

Thinking
distance

• Speed
• Your reaction time

Braking
distance

• Speed
• Weather
• Tyre condition
• Brake condition

History – To what extent was the Treaty of Versailles fair?
A: Treaty of Versailles Key Vocabulary
Treaty

An agreement between two or more countries

Disarmament

The process of reducing the weapons and armed
forces of a country.

Idealist

A person who is guided by ideas rather than
practical considerations.

Realist

A person who is guided by practical considerations.

Conscription

When a government makes it compulsory to join
the armed forces

Versailles

The location of a French palace where the Treaty
ending World War One was signed.

Georges
Clemenceau

The Prime Minister of France 1917-1920.

David Lloyd
George

The Prime Minister of Britain 1916-1922

Woodrow
Wilson

The American President 1913-1921

SelfWhen countries were given the independence to
determination rule themselves.
Demilitarised

The removal of armed forces from a area.

Anschluss

The joining of Germany and Austria together to
work

League of
Nations

A group of countries who work together to try to
avoid another war.

Fourteen
Points

Fourteen principals written by Woodrow Wilson as
a basis of the treaty.

Diktat

An order imposed on people without popular
consent.

Reparations

Compensation payments made by one country to
another.

B: Treaty of Versailles Key Facts
Questions:
When did
fighting end in
World War
One?
When was the
Treaty of
Versailles
signed?
What did the
allies want?

Answers:
11th November 1918 – This was
when the armistice was signed.
This was only temporary.

What were the
terms of the
Treaty?

Loss of Land – Alsace Lorraine,
Colonies, Polish Corridor, Anschluss
banned. 13% of Germany given to
other countries.
Loss of Money - £6.6 billion
Loss of Military – German army
limited to 100,000 men, No tanks,
no aircraft, no submarines, Limited
to 6 battleships
Loss of Pride – German people
blamed for the war, Guilt Clause
231
League of Nations – An
organisation set up to resolve
future disputes. Germany and
Russia were not allowed to join.

28th June 1919 – This was when the
peace treaty was signed.

France – Revenge. High reparations
to pay for the damage to French
land and industry. Crush Germany
to prevent another attack.
GB – Revenge for the British
people. But wanted Germany to be
able to Trade. Reduce Germany’s
navy
America – A just peace. 14 points –
Self determination, Freedom to the
Seas.
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C: How fair was the Treaty of Versailles
EVIDENCE IT WAS FAIR

EVIDENCE IT WAS NOT
FAIR
The reparations cost only 2% Germany was not the only
of Germany’s annual
country to start the war.
production.
Germany lost 13% of its
The war had cost France
land – families were
aprox. 200 billion francs. The forced to move.
reparations were far less than The treaty was a Diktat.
this.
Germany was not allowed
The Germans had signed a
to send representatives to
treaty with Russia in 1917.
the treaty until the day it
The Germans treated Russia was signed.
far more harshly.
The reparations crippled
The treaty could have been
Germany. It would take
harsher.
until the 1980s to pay it
Germany had planned to pay back.
its own war debts when they
won by charging high
reparations to GB and France.

D: How did countries react to the treaty?
France

Happy – reduced military threat and gained Alsace
Lorraine/ no army in Rhineland
Unhappy – Felt reparations were too low. Cross
that Germany was allowed even a small army.

Great
Britain

Happy – With the reduction of the navy as it gave
Britain naval supremacy. Gained colonies.
Unhappy – Felt it was too harsh and that a war
would follow.

America

Happy – some of the 14 points were used including
the creation of the League of Nations
Unhappy – Felt the treaty was too harsh. Not all of
the 14 points were included. USA followed an
isolationist policy.
Unhappy – Lost population/land. Felt it was an
unfair Diktat. Protested on the streets.

Germany

History – How successful was the League of Nations?
A: League of Nations Key Vocabulary
Covenant

An agreement; the Covenant of the League
of Nations set up what the League was and
what members could expect to happen
under it.
An economic state; when a country has
Depression
little or no money.
One ruler who has total power over a
Dictator
country.
Fascist
A right-wing political group, holding
strongly nationalistic views.
Foreign
A politician responsible for a country’s
minister
relationship with other countries.
Foreign policy The policy a country has about how it deals
with other countries.
Locarno Treaty Agreement signed in 1926, which allowed
Germany to join the League of Nations.
Plebiscite
Unanimous

When the people of a country, not just
politicians, vote on a matter.
When everyone agrees.

Veto

The right to reject a proposal.

C: League of Nations Key Facts
Aims of the
League of
Nations

Who joined
the League?
How was
the League
intended to
work?

B: How was the League Structured?
The
Assembly
The Council

The
Secretariat

All 42 members met together once a year to
vote on matters of international importance.
All decisions had to be unanimous.
This was made up of the four permanent
members; Britain, France, Italy and Japan. Four
other countries were also elected to it for a
period of time. They met more frequently than
the Assembly and could veto any decision.
This was the administration of the League.
They organised any action the League wanted
to take and was made up of experts.

Special
These were groups put together to tackle
Commission specific issues such as: Slavery Commission,
Commission for Refugees, Health Organisation.

What were
the
strengths
and
weaknesses
of the
League?

S – Stop War
I – Improve people’s lives
T- Trade
E – Enforce the peace treaties
D - Disarmament
The League initially had 42 members but there
were some key countries who were missing:
the USA, Russia and Germany
1. Collective Security- it was thought that if all
countries worked together, and looked after
each other, then peace could be maintained.
2. The Permanent Court of International
Justice- This was part of the structure of the
League and tried to make sure all countries
were following the same laws. It tried to settle
international arguments as they came up.
However, their decisions were only advisory.
3. Mitigation- If countries disagreed they
would be asked to talk though the problems.
4. Moral Condemnation- If countries became
aggressive they would be ‘told off’.
5. Economic Sanctions- Countries would be
punished for aggression by members of the
League refusing to trade with them.
STRENGTHS: Most countries were members,
the punishments of moral condemnation and
economic sanctions would have been effective
on many countries, all countries involved in
the peace treaties recognised the organisation
WEAKNESSES: Some powerful countries were
not members which undermined the
punishment of economic sanctions as trade
could continue with USA, the League had no
army so could not enforce its decisions,
decisions were slow because of the
complicated structure and the fact that they
had to be unanimous.
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D: How successful was the League in the 1920s?
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS
1921-25: Upper Silesia: The
population accepted the
decision following a
plebiscite to decide to whom
it should belong. The area
was split between Germany
and Poland along voting line.
1921: The Aaland Islands:
Sweden and Finland fought
over these islands. The
League gave them to Finland.
This was accepted.
1925: Bulgaria: Greece
invaded Bulgaria in
retaliation for a murder. The
League told Greece to leave
and they did.

EVIDENCE OF FAILURE
1920: Vilna: Vilna had been made
the capital of Lithuania but many
Polish people lived there. The Polish
army took control of the city. The
League asked them to leave, but
they refused.
1923: Corfu: An Italian League
representative was murdered in
Greece. In retaliation Italy invaded
Corfu (a Greek island). The League
condemned Italy’s actions but Italy
went behind the League’s back and
persuaded powerful countries such
as Britain and France to force
Greece to apologise pay them
compensation. The League could
not protect the smaller country.

E: Why did the League fail in the 1930s?
During this time, Fascist dictators such as Hitler
The Great
and Mussolini took power. They weren’t
Depression
(after the 1929 interested in collective security and were happy
to use violence and ignore the League to get
Wall Street
what they wanted. Other countries were not in
Crash)
a position to support the League against them.

The 1932-34
Disarmament
Conference
The
Manchurian
Crisis, 1931

The Abyssinian
Crisis, 1935

This failed because Hitler would only disarm if
other countries did too. They refused and so
Hitler left the conference. He then left the
League entirely.
Japan invaded Manchuria (part of China). China
appealed to the League. It told Japan to leave
but the League did not want to fight with Japan
and Manchuria was so far away. In the end
Japan left the League and continued to occupy
Manchuria.
Italy invaded Abyssinia but the League failed to
protect Abyssinia because a) the Suez Canal
wasn’t closed so Italy could continue getting
weapons b) trade sanctions hurt Abyssinia
more than Italy and c) Britain and France
plotted secretly promised Italy parts of
Abyssinia which undermined the League.

GCSE Geography: Topic 5 UK’S EVOLVING HUMAN LANDSCAPE
SECTION A: Key Vocabulary

Key Term

Definition

Central Business
District (CBD)

The heart of an urban area, often containing a high percentage of shops and
offices.

Connectivity

How easy it is to travel or connect with other places.

Decentralisation

Shift of shopping activity and employment away from the CBD.

Deindustrialisation

Decreased activity in manufacturing and closure of industries, leading to
unemployment.

Age structure

Depopulation

Decline in the total population of an area.

Deprivation

Lack of wealth and services. It usually means low standards of living caused by
low income, poor health and low educational qualifications.

Economic activity

Diversification

When a business (e.g. a farm) decides to sell other products or services in
order to survive or grow.

Economic core

The centre of a country or region economically, where businesses thrive,
people have opportunities and are relatively wealthy; a highly developed area.

Economic periphery

The edge of a country or region in terms of economics; a more remote,
difficult area where people tend to be poorer and have fewer opportunities; a
led well developed area.

Free trade

The free flow of goods and services without the restriction of tariffs.

Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)

Overseas investment in physical capital by transnational corporations.

Globalisation

Increased connections between countries.

Gross domestic
product (GDP)

The total value of goods and services produced by a country in one year.

Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD)

Means of showing how deprived some areas are.

Migration

Movement of people from one place to another.

Population density

The average number of people in a given area, expressed as people per km 2.

Population structure

The number of each sex in each age group (e.g. 10-14), usually displayed in a
population pyramid.

Privatisation

The sale of state owned assets to the private sector.

Quality of life

A measure of how ‘wealthy’ people are, but measured using criteria such as
housing, employment and environmental factors, rather than income.

Regeneration

Means re-developing former industrial areas or housing to improve them.

Rural-urban fringe

The area where a town or city meets the countryside.

Transnational
companies (TNCs)

Those which operate across more than one country e.g. Apple, Nike, Microsoft
etc.

Population density

Settlement

Section B: Urban Core vs Rural Periphery
Urban core
Rural periphery
High and staying high,
Low, 1-100 people per km2
over 200 people per
km2
Many young adults,
Many older people, some single people
many single people
Retailing, large shops
Farming, fishing, forestry, mining
Offices and corporate
Working from home – IT
headquarters
Tourism
Many jobs – shops,
Renewable energy
offices, factories
Cultural centre – library,
museum, theatre
Metropolis,
Market towns, villages and isolated farms
conurbation, city, large
Low-rise buildings
town
Property generally cheaper
Mix of low and high-rise
buildings
Property often more
expensive

How can the UK government encourage business to locate in rural areas?

GCSE Geography: Topic 5 UK’S EVOLVING HUMAN LANDSCAPE
Section D: Why is London famous?

Section E: How does life vary across London?

Section F: Challenges and opportunities in Cornwall
Cornwall challenges
Cornwall opportunities
Many jobs in the tourist industry are seasonal and low paid
4 million tourists visit the country in August alone, providing much
needed income in the service industry
Wealthy people from all over the UK buy second homes in Cornwall,
The Eden project has created over 700 jobs and supports many other
pushing up the house prices for locals
businesses
There are no universities in the local area for
Farmers are finding new opportunities to diversity (alternative ways to
make money)
There is only one major hospital in Truro, this is a long distance from
In its first 10 years, the Eden Project was responsible for over £1
people in the west of Cornwall
billion worth of income to the local economy
Increased use of technology in agriculture decreased the number of
With over 400 miles of coastline, Cornwall has an abundance of fresh
workers needed in rural areas
seafood to take advantage of. There are dozens of seafood restaurants
in Cornwall.

GCSE Geography: Topic 5 UK’S EVOLVING HUMAN LANDSCAPE
SECTION A: Key Vocabulary

Key Term

Definition

Central Business
District (CBD)

The heart of an urban area, often containing a high percentage of shops and
offices.

Connectivity

How easy it is to travel or connect with other places.

Decentralisation

Shift of shopping activity and employment away from the CBD.

Deindustrialisation

Decreased activity in manufacturing and closure of industries, leading to
unemployment.

Depopulation

Decline in the total population of an area.

Deprivation

Lack of wealth and services. It usually means low standards of living caused by
low income, poor health and low educational qualifications.

Diversification

When a business (e.g. a farm) decides to sell other products or services in
order to survive or grow.

Economic core

The centre of a country or region economically, where businesses thrive,
people have opportunities and are relatively wealthy; a highly developed area.

Economic periphery

The edge of a country or region in terms of economics; a more remote,
difficult area where people tend to be poorer and have fewer opportunities; a
led well developed area.

Free trade

The free flow of goods and services without the restriction of tariffs.

Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)

Overseas investment in physical capital by transnational corporations.

Globalisation

Increased connections between countries.

Gross domestic
product (GDP)

The total value of goods and services produced by a country in one year.

Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD)

Means of showing how deprived some areas are.

Migration

Movement of people from one place to another.

Population density

The average number of people in a given area, expressed as people per km 2.

Population structure

The number of each sex in each age group (e.g. 10-14), usually displayed in a
population pyramid.

Privatisation

The sale of state owned assets to the private sector.

Quality of life

A measure of how ‘wealthy’ people are, but measured using criteria such as
housing, employment and environmental factors, rather than income.

Regeneration

Means re-developing former industrial areas or housing to improve them.

Rural-urban fringe

The area where a town or city meets the countryside.

Transnational
companies (TNCs)

Those which operate across more than one country e.g. Apple, Nike, Microsoft
etc.

Section B: Urban Core vs Rural Periphery
Urban core
Rural periphery
Population density
High and staying high,
Low, 1-100 people per km2
over 200 people per
km2
Age structure
Many young adults,
Many older people, some single people
many single people
Economic activity
Retailing, large shops
Farming, fishing, forestry, mining
Offices and corporate
Working from home – IT
headquarters
Tourism
Many jobs – shops,
Renewable energy
offices, factories
Cultural centre – library,
museum, theatre
Settlement
Metropolis,
Market towns, villages and isolated farms
conurbation, city, large
Low-rise buildings
town
Property generally cheaper
Mix of low and high-rise
buildings
Property often more
How can the UK government encourage business to locate in rural areas?
expensive

GCSE Geography: Topic 5 UK’S EVOLVING HUMAN LANDSCAPE
Section D: Why is London famous?

Section E: How does life vary across London?

Section F: Challenges and opportunities in Cornwall
Cornwall challenges
Cornwall opportunities
Many jobs in the tourist industry are seasonal and low paid
4 million tourists visit the country in August alone, providing much
needed income in the service industry
Wealthy people from all over the UK buy second homes in Cornwall,
The Eden project has created over 700 jobs and supports many other
pushing up the house prices for locals
businesses
There are no universities in the local area for
Farmers are finding new opportunities to diversity (alternative ways to
make money)
There is only one major hospital in Truro, this is a long distance from
In its first 10 years, the Eden Project was responsible for over £1
people in the west of Cornwall
billion worth of income to the local economy
Increased use of technology in agriculture decreased the number of
With over 400 miles of coastline, Cornwall has an abundance of fresh
workers needed in rural areas
seafood to take advantage of. There are dozens of seafood restaurants
in Cornwall.

SPANISH – Foundation Tier

Section A – Key vocabulary
el abuelo = grandfather el invitado = guest
la abuela
el joven =young person
=grandmother
el jubilado = OAP
Adolescente =
la juventud =youth
adolescent
la madrastra
el adolescente =
=stepmother
teenager
el marido =husband
el amor = love
el matrimonio =
el anciano = old person marriage
el apellido = last name el miembro = member
el aspect = appearance la mujer =wife; woman
la barba = beard
el nacimiento= birth
el bebé = baby
el nieto= grandchild
el beso = kiss
el niño= child
el bigote = moustache el nombre = name
la cara = face
el novio = boyfriend
el cariño = affection
el ocio = free time
el casamiento =
el ojo = eye
wedding
la oreja = ear
el compañero =friend
el padrastro =
la comprensión=
stepfather
understanding (noun) los parientes =relatives
el consejo = advice
el paseo = outing
la disputa = argument las pecas = freckles
la edad = age
la pelea = fight
la felicidad = happiness el pelo = hair
la fiesta = party
el primo = cousin
las gafas= glasses
el recuerdo = memory
la gente = people
la reunion = getel hermanastro
together
=stepbrother
la sala de fiestas =
el hijo (único) =(single) dance hall
child
la salida = outing
los hijos =children
el sentido del humor =
el hombre =man
sense of humour
el sentimiento = feeling
el tiempo libre = free
time
el tío = uncle
el vecino = neighbour

Section B – Useful
Adjectives
alegre / feliz= happy
Amable = kind
Amistoso = friendly
Anciano = (very) old
Animado = lively
Antipático = unpleasant
Calvo = bald
Cariñoso = affectionate
Casado = married
Castaño = Chestnut
Comprensivo
=understanding
Corto = short
Débil = weak
Deportivo = sporty
Egoísta = selfish
Enamorado = in love
Formal = polite
Fuerte = Strong
Gracioso = funny
Guapo = good-looking
Hablador = Talkative
Honrado = honest
Joven = young
Jubilado = retired
Juntos= together
Largo = long
Liso = straight (hair)
Loco = mad
Maduro = mature
Maleducado = Rude
Moreno = dark (-haired
Nacido = born
Pelirrojo = red-haired
Perezoso = lazy
Rico = wealthy
Rizado = curly
Roto = broken
Rubio = Blonde
Serio = serious
Simpático = kind
Solo =alone
Soltero= single (not
married)
Travieso = naughty
Triste = sad
Valiente = brave

Section C – Important Verbs
Besar = to kiss
Casarse = to get married
Comprender = to understand
Conocer= to know
Cuidar= to look after
cumplir años = to have a birthday
dar las gracias= to thank
dar un paseo/una vuelta =to go for a
stroll/ride
Discutir =to discuss
echar de menos = to miss someone
Enamorarse= to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with
someone
Fastidiar= to annoy
Jubilarse = to retire
Llamarse =to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on
(well/badly) with someone
Molestar = to bother
Nacer= to be born
Sonreírse = to smile
tener ganas = to feel like
tener...años = to be...years old
Salir =to go out
Romper = to break
Reírse = to laugh
Perdonar = to forgive
pelear(se) = to fight
Pasear = to go for a walk
Section F – Star phrase

Use one of these phrases to describe
someone instead of using the “es +
adjective” construction.
Me cuida- he/ she looks after me
Me fastidia- he/she annoys me
Me molesta- he/she bothers me
Me irrita- he/she irritates me
Me comprende= he/she understands
me

Theme 1: Family and friends
Section D – Tener and Ser

Using the verbs tener and ser
The verbs tener (to have) and ser (to be) are very important when you want to describe
someone or say who someone is. These verbs are irregular. Here are the conjugations of
this verb in the present tense:
Tener- to have

Ser- to be

I have

Tengo

I am

Soy

You have

Tienes

You are

Eres

He/she/ it has

Tiene

He/she/ it is

Es

We have

Tenemos

We are

Somos

You all have

Tenéis

You all are

Sois

They have

tienen

They are

son

Es mi prima- she is my cousin
Soy alto y Delgado- I am tall and thin.
Tengo el pelo negro- I have black hair
Tiene los ojos verdes- he/ she has green eyes.
* Mi hermano tiene catorce años- My brother is 14 years old. Remember we use the verb
“tener” to say how old you are in Spanish.
Section E – Agreement of Adjectives
In Spanish, adjectives usually come after the noun they are describing. The adjectives must
also agree with the noun.
Una mujer seria – a serious woman
Un hombre serio- a
serious man
To do this successfully, you need to know whether
you are a describing a masculine, feminine or plural noun. There are 3 types of adjectives in
Spanish. Adjectives ending in an “o” in the masculine form, those that end in “e” and those
ending in a consonant. Use the table below to help you choose the correct ending for the
adjective you want to use.
If the noun is…

…masculi
ne
singular
(el/un)

… feminine
singular
(la/una)

…
masculine
plural
(los/unos)

…
feminine
plural
(las/
unas)

The “o” ending adjective will
end in…

serio

Seria

serios

serias

The “e” ending adjective will
follow this pattern…

amable

amable

amables

amables

The adjective ending in a
consonant will follow this
pattern…

formal

formal

formales

formales
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SPANISH – Higher Tier

Theme 1: Family and friends
Section F – Ser and Estar

Section A – Higher nouns
el anillo = ring
el apodo = nickname
la barrera generacional
= generation gap
la boda = wedding
Cobarde= coward
el compromiso = engagement
la confianza= trust
los demás= other people
el esposo = husband
el estado civil = marital status
el gemelo = twin
el género = gender
el hogar= home
el huérfano= orphan
el maltrato =mistreatment
el muchacho= lad
la pareja = couple; partner
el sobrino= nephew
el viudo= widower
Section C – Higher verbs
Acoger = to receive
Aconsejar = to advise
Acordar = to agree on
Agradecer = to thank
Aguantar = to bear
comprometerse
= to get engaged
Confiar= to trust
despedir(se)= to say goodbye
disculpar(se) = to apologise
Llorar =to cry
Maltratar =to mistreat
ocuparse de= to look after
parecerse a= to look like
relacionarse con= to make contact with

Section B – Useful Adjectives
alegre / feliz= happy
Honrado = honest
Amable = kind
Joven = young
Amistoso = friendly
Jubilado = retired
Anciano = (very) old
Juntos= together
Animado = lively
Largo = long
Antipático = unpleasant
Liso = straight (hair)
Atrevido =cheeky
Loco = mad
Avaro =mean
Maduro = mature
Callado = quiet
Maleducado = Rude
Calvo = bald
Moreno = dark (-haired
Cariñoso = affectionate
Nacido = born
Casado = married
Orgulloso = proud
Castaño = Chestnut
Pelirrojo = red-haired
Celoso = jealous
Perezoso = lazy
Comprensivo
Rico = wealthy
=understanding
Rizado = curly
Cortés= polite
Roto = broken
Corto = short
Rubio = Blonde
Cuidadoso= careful
seguro de sí mismo= selfDébil = weak
assured
Deportivo = sporty
Sensible= sensitive
Educado= polite
Serio = serious
Egoísta = selfish
Simpático = kind
Enamorado = in love
Solo =alone
Formal = polite
Soltero= single (not
Fuerte = Strong
married)
Glotón= greedy
Torpe= clumsy
Gracioso = funny
Travieso = naughty
Guapo = good-looking
Triste = sad
Hablador = Talkative
Vago= idle
Valiente = brave
Section F – Star phrases
Use one of these phrases to describe someone instead of
using the “es + adjective” construction.
Me cuida- he/ she looks after me
Me fastidia- he/she annoys me
Me molesta- he/she bothers me
Me irrita- he/she irritates me
Me comprende= he/she understands me

There are two verbs in Spanish that mean ‘to be’: ser and estar. They are used at different times and it is
important to know when to use each one.
Ser
before a noun
with adjectives which indicate a permanent characteristic
Examples:
with adjectives of nationality
Elena es mi hermana – Elena is
saying what time it is
my sister.
Somos amigos- we are friends
Estar
El chico es muy maleducadowith adjectives which indicate a temporary state, such as a mood
the boy is very rude
to say where something is
Son las dos y media- it is half
in continuous tenses such as the present continuous:
past two.
estoy trabajando – I’m working
Estoy contento en este
momento- I am happy at the
moment.
Ser- to be
Estar- to be
Ahora mismo estamos
estudiando mucho en el
I am
Soy
I am
Estoy
instituto. – Right now we are
studying a lot at school.
You are
Eres
You are
Estás
Ahora mismo estoy comiendoHe/she/ it is
Es
He/ she/ it is
Está
right now I am eating.
We are

Somos

We are

Estamos

You all are

Sois

You all are

Estáis

They are

son

They are

están

Section E – Adverbs of Frequency
You can use adverbs of frequency to say how often you do something and to add detail to your writing and
speaking.
a menudo  often
muchas veces  often
Examples:
generalmente  usually
Generalmente me llevo bien con mi familia. – I
normalmente  normally
usually get on well with my family.
a veces  sometimes
El primo de mi amigo siempre me molesta. – My
de vez en cuando  from time to time
friend’s cousin always annoys me.
siempre  always
Voy al cine con mi familia tres veces al mes. – I
raramente  rarely
go to the cinema with my family three times a
dos veces a la semana  twice a week
month.
una vez al mes  once a month
mucho  a lot
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SPANISH – Foundation Tier
Section A – Key vocabulary
el adolescente = teenager
el amor = love el apellido = last name
el aspect = appearance
el bebé = baby besar = to kiss
el beso = kiss
el cariño = affection
casado = married roto = broken
el casamiento = wedding solo = alone
casarse = to get married salir = to go out
el compañero = friend
comprender = to understand
la comprensión = understanding (noun)
conocer = to know el consejo = advice
cuidar = to look after los parientes=relatives
dar las gracias = to thank romper = to break
dar un paseo/una vuelta = to go for a
stroll/ride soltero = single (not married)
discutir = to discuss la disputa = argument
echar de menos = to miss someone
la edad = age
enamorado = in love
enamorarse = to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with someone
la felicidad = happiness
la fiesta = party la gente = people
los hijos = children el hombre = man
el invitado = guest joven = young
juntos = together la juventud = youth
llamarse = to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on
(well/badly) with someone
el marido = husband sonreírse = to smile
el matrimonio = marriage
el miembro = member
la mujer = wife; woman el niño = child
el nombre = name el novio = boyfriend
el ocio/tiempo libre = free time
la pelea = fight
pelear(se) = to fight
perdonar = to forgive el recuerdo = memory
reírse = to laugh la reunión = get-together
el sentimiento = feeling

Section B – Ideal partner
alegre / feliz = happy
amable = kind
amistoso = friendly
animado = lively
antipático = unpleasant
cariñoso = affectionate
comprensivo = understanding
débil = weak
deportivo = sporty
egoísta = selfish
formal = polite
fuerte = strong
gracioso = funny
guapo = good-looking
hablador = talkative
honrado = honest
loco = mad
maduro = mature
maleducado = rude
perezoso = lazy
rico = wealthy
el sentido del humor = sense of
humour
serio = serious
simpático = kind
triste = sad
valiente = brave
Section D – Using y and que to
form longer sentences
y = and que = that, which, who
E.g. Mi hermano, que se llama
Bob, es muy honesto y también
es maduro. = My brother, who is
called Bob, is very honest and
also is mature.

Theme 1: Marriage and
relationships

Section C – Possessive adjectives
Possessive adjectives are words that indicate who something or someone belongs
to. They must agree with the word that follows.
masc

fem

masc pl

fem pl

My

mi

mis

Your

tu

tus

His/Her/It’s

su

sus

Our

nuestro

nuestra

nuestros

nuestras

Your

vuestro

vuestra

vuestros

vuestras

Their

su

Section E – The near future tense
The near future tense describes
something that you are going to do. Use
the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a
then an infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb.
E.g. Voy a bailar. = I’m going to dance.
Vamos a casarnos. = We are going to get
married.
IR

infinitive

yo

voy

tú

vas

AR, ER or
IR verb.

él/ella

va

nosotros

vamos

vosotros

vais

ellos/ellas

van

a

E.g.
hablar
comer
vivir

sus
Section F – Key questions
¿Tienes novio/a? = Do you have a
boy/girlfriend?
¿Cómo es tu pareja ideal? = What’s your
ideal partner like?
¿Te gustaría casarte en el futuro? =
Would you like to get married in the
future?
¿Tener una familia es importante para
ti? = Is having a family important to you?
Section G – Star phrase
Use ‘me hace’ meaning ‘he/she/it
makes me’ followed by one fo the
following to share your emotions.
feliz = happy triste = sad
(son)reír = laugh(smile) llorar = cry
E.g. Mi novio me hace reír. = My
boyfriend makes me laugh. 18

SPANISH – Higher Tier
Section A – Key vocabulary
el adolescente = teenager
el amor = love el apellido = last name
el aspect = appearance
el bebé = baby besar = to kiss
el beso = kiss
el cariño = affection
casado = married roto = broken
el casamiento = wedding solo = alone
casarse = to get married salir = to go out
el compañero = friend
comprender = to understand
la comprensión = understanding (noun)
conocer = to know el consejo = advice
cuidar = to look after los parientes=relatives
dar las gracias = to thank romper = to break
dar un paseo/una vuelta = to go for a
stroll/ride soltero = single (not married)
discutir = to discuss la disputa = argument
echar de menos = to miss someone
la edad = age
enamorado = in love
enamorarse = to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with someone
la felicidad = happiness
la fiesta = party la gente = people
los hijos = children el hombre = man
el invitado = guest joven = young
juntos = together la juventud = youth
llamarse = to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on
(well/badly) with someone
el marido = husband sonreírse = to smile
el matrimonio = marriage
el miembro = member
la mujer = wife; woman el niño = child
el nombre = name el novio = boyfriend
el ocio/tiempo libre = free time
la pelea = fight
pelear(se) = to fight
perdonar = to forgive el recuerdo = memory
reírse = to laugh la reunión = get-together
el sentimiento = feeling

Section B – Higher vocab
acoger = to receive
aconsejar = to advise
acordar = to agree on
agradecer = to thank
aguantar = to bear
el anillo = ring avaro = mean
el apodo = nickname
atrevido = cheeky
la boda = wedding
callado = quiet vago = idle
celoso = jealous cortés = polite
cita = date cobarde = coward
comprometerse = to get
engaged
el compromiso = engagement
la confianza = trust
confiar = to trust
cuidadoso = careful
los demás = other people
despedir(se) = to say goodbye
disculpar(se) = to apologise
educado = polite
el esposo = husband
el estado civil = marital status
el género = gender
glotón = greedy torpe = clumsy
el hogar = home llorar = to cry
maltratar = to mistreat
el maltrato = mistreatment
el muchacho = lad
ocuparse de = to look after
orgulloso = proud
parecerse a = to look like
la pareja = couple; partner
relacionarse con = to make
contact with
seguro de sí mismo = selfassured
sensible sensitive

Theme 1: Marriage and
relationships

Section C – Irreguular adjectives
Normally you change the ending of an adjective from o (masculine) to a (feminine).
Some adjectives are irregular and don’t end in o in their masculine form. Some
adjectives that end in a consonant must have an a added to make them feminine
and es to make them masculine and plural. Here are some common irregular
adjectives.
English

masc

fem

masc pl

fem pl

Spanish

español

española

españoles

españolas

Chatty

hablador

habladora

habladores

habladoras

Greedy

glotón

glotona

glotones

glotonas

German

alemán

alemana

alemanes

alemanas

Section D – The near future tense
The near future tense describes
something that you are going to do. Use
the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a
then an infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb.
E.g. Voy a bailar. = I’m going to dance.
Vamos a casarnos. = We are going to get
married.
IR

infinitive

yo

voy

tú

vas

AR, ER or
IR verb.

él/ella

va

nosotros

vamos

vosotros

vais

ellos/ellas

van

a

E.g.
hablar
comer
vivir

Section E – Key questions
¿Tienes novio/a? = Do you have a
boy/girlfriend?
¿Cómo es tu pareja ideal? = What’s your
ideal partner like?
¿Te gustaría casarte en el futuro? =
Would you like to get married in the
future?
¿Tener una familia es importante para
ti? = Is having a family important to you?
Section F – Star phrase
Use ‘me hace’ meaning ‘he/she/it
makes me’ followed by one fo the
following to share your emotions.
feliz = happy triste = sad
(son)reír = laugh(smile) llorar = cry
E.g. Mi novio me hace reír. = My
boyfriend makes me laugh. 19

ART
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Formal Elements of
Art
Observational
drawings
Primary Sources

Line, Detail, Colour, Tone, Shape,
Form, Texture, Pattern

Secondary Sources
Combine ideas
Develop ideas
Refine ideas
Experiment
Select resources
Produce a series of
outcomes
Artist influence &
Contextual sources
Annotation
Techniques
Collage

20

Sea and Sky

Detail

Drawing what you see after
careful looking
Using objects that you have in
front of you to work from
Finding ideas to work with -from
the internet / books
Bringing different ideas together

Print

Pattern

Annotate
your work:

Moving an idea on from your
staring point, changing it
Making your ideas better each
time you experiment
Trying out ideas, trying different
styles, layouts, materials
Choosing different ways of
working, different materials
Creating several different
artworks, experimenting
Research artists and art history,
examining and using their style

Texture

Writing about your work or work
of others, describing and
evaluating
Ways / methods of working in
different ways with art materials
Incorporate different materials
e.g. sticking papers
together

3D
Sculpture

Collage

Write about the
art, describe,
explain, evaluate,
compare. Do you
like it? Which parts
are effective?
What could you
change? How?
Why?
To raise your level and develop your
recording, focus on :
- Vary the thickness of lines
- Manipulate line (try all different
kinds) to create levels of tone
(Light and dark)
- Many different patterns

Music – Year 10
Section A

Section B

Section C

Section E

Section D
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BTEC TECH AWARD IN PERFORMING ARTS
COMP 1
Component 1 Exploring the Performing Arts - Section A

What is Musical Theatre?
Musical theatre is a form of theatrical performance that combines songs, spoken dialogue, acting and dance. The story and emotional
content of a musical – humour, pathos, love, anger – are communicated through words, music, movement and technical aspects of the
entertainment as an integrated whole.
What is Verbatim Theatre?
Verbatim theatre uses pre-existing documentary material (such as newspapers, government reports, interviews, journals, and
correspondences) as source material for stories about real events and people, frequently without altering the text in performance.
What is Epic Theatre?
Epic theatre is a theatrical movement arising in the early to mid-20th century from the theories and practice of a number of theatre
makers, who responded to the political climate of the time. Epic theatre emphasises the audience's perspective and reaction to the
piece through a variety of techniques that deliberately cause them to individually engage in a different way. The purpose of epic theatre
is not to encourage an audience to suspend their disbelief, but rather to force them to see their world as it is.
Section D: Learning Aim B1 & B2 Approach to repertoire
When exploring repertoire you will need to understand the processes, techniques and approaches used, and the interrelationships of
constituent features within the created performances. You will need to consider the roles and responsibilities, creative intention, key influences
and purpose whilst making comparisons between stylistic qualities, using examples to back up your knowledge. You will have to consider how
practitioners contribute to the performance process and how their roles and responsibilities differ depending on the performance, style and
outcome.
What processes are used in development, rehearsal and performance?
How are rehearsals conducted and what makes them successful?
How do the practitioners’ roles interrelate with one another? What is the impact?
How are ideas shared and discussed?
How does feedback help to develop and refine work during the creative process?
How can you effectively evaluate and review?
How does each repertoire compare and contrast to one another?

Section B: Learning Aim A1 Vocabulary
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Creative stylistic
qualities

Definition

Characterisation

The way that people are represented in
a film, play, or book so that they seem
real and natural.
The sequence of the play - beginning,
middle, end.

Structure
Narrative

A spoken or written account of
connected events; a story.
Is the type of performance you create in
a certain style.

Genre
Interrelationship

Refining
Contextual Factor

The way in which two or more things or
people are connected and affect one
another.
Fine tune, hone it to perfection, and
make it more precise.
Factors which reflect a particular
context, characteristics unique to a
particular group, community, society
and individual.

Section C: Learning Aim A2 Vocabulary
Practitioners’ roles, Definition
responsibilities and
skills

Choreographer

Composes the sequence of steps and
moves for a performance.

Director

Oversees and orchestrates the creative
process of a theatre production.

Writer

Is responsible for writing dramatic
material for the purposes of
performance.
Lighting Designer Creates the lighting, atmosphere, and
time of day for the production in
response to the text.
Sound Designer

Is responsible for everything that you
hear as part of the performance.

Costume
Designer

Create the characters' outfits/costumes
and balances the scenes with texture and
colour.
Creates the overarching look of any given
set on television, in film or in the theatre.

Set Designer

Section B Vocabulary
Component 2 LA.A: Developing skills and techniques

Section A
Component 2 LA.A: Developing skills and techniques
You will participate in workshops in a variety of styles to develop
techniques and skills to perform a scripted piece.
Physical skills

Definition

Body language

The non-verbal way in which a person
communicates their physical and mental state
through using facial expressions, gesture and
posture.
The process of placing performers in a specific
space on stage.
The state in which two people look directly into
one another's eyes.

Blocking
Eye contact

Facial expression

An aspect of body language, using the face to
convey emotions or feelings.

Gesture

A movement of the head, hand or other body part
to express meaning.

Gait

How a character walks.

Levels

Levels can be created through position of the
body, set or staging and can reflect relationships.

Mannerisms

Small, repeated movements specific to a
character.
When your body is able to recreate the exact
same movements, gestures, subtleties of a
specific piece of direction, every time.
When a performer plays more than one
character.

Movement
memory
Multi-roling
Mime
Posture

Acting through body movement without the use
of speech.
The position in which someone holds their body
when standing, sitting or walking.

Pace

The speed of a performer’s movement.

Proxemics

The distance between performers on stage that
shows the relationship between characters.

Reaction/interacti When two or more people communicate with
or react to each other. This can be verbally or
on with others
non-verbally.
Spatial awareness Helps an actor to move efficiently and effectively
on stage knowing the whereabouts of other
actors, sets, props, the limits of the stage and
lighting.
This is where more than one actor plays the same
Split-role
character.
Stance
The way in which someone stands.
Position of an individual in relation to another or
Status
others, especially in regard to social or
professional standing.
Can help to emphasise character type to an
Quality of
audience. For example, a performer playing a
movement
fairy might move with a light and flowing quality,
whereas a performer playing a troll might move
with a much heavier, stomping quality. Quality of
movement can help create atmosphere, mood
and emotion in a scene.

Vocal skills
Articulation

Definition
The ability to make every sound and
consonant clear.
A series of dots… that indicate a
pause of the intentional omission of
a word, sentence or whole section
from a piece of text
The pressure on individual words
that makes them stand out.
Emphasis or stress for a particular
effect is significant and can change
the meaning of a sentence as well as
the feeling behind it.
The rise and fall of the voice which
can be used to create meaning. E.g.
a rise in intonation at the end of a
line can indicate a question.
A voice that doesn’t change in pitch
or tone.
A strong, clear and loud voice.

Ellipsis

Emphasis

Intonation

Monotone
Projection
Pace
Pause
Pitch
Staccato
Subtext

Tone and vocal colour
Volume

The speed at which lines are
delivered
A short break in speech for dramatic
effect
How high or low the voice sounds.
Speech with an abrupt and broken
rhythm
The meaning beneath action or
speech. The real feelings of a
character that they many not show
or express to another character
The emotional sound of the voice,
e.g. frightened, angry, joyful.
How loud or quiet the voice is

BTEC TECH AWARD IN PERFORMING ARTS COMP 2:
DEVELOPING SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
Section C: Vocabulary
Component 2 LA.A/LA.B Development of skills in rehearsal and application of skills in performance
Vocabulary

Definition

Characterisation

The way that people are presented and shows the traits, motives,
and psychology of a character in a narrative.

Communicate

To convey ideas or information to others.

Confident

Demonstrate secure application of skills or processes, with no need
for prompting.
Factors which reflect a particular context, characteristics unique to a
particular group, community, society and individual. This will
contribute to how a character is portrayed on stage.
Try out the techniques or processes through practical investigation.

Contextual Factor

Explore
Focus
Genre
Interpretation
Justify
Narrative
Refining
Style

Where the attention of an audience can be drawn to, based on what
is happening in a performance space.
A type of performance i.e. Musical Theatre
Choices you make about the way to play a scene. This includes all
aspects from staging, as in set, all the way to the actions.
Give reasons or evidence to support an opinion.
A spoken or written account of connected events; a story or events
in a play
Improve work, taking feedback into account.
The way the narrative is told. i.e. You can use a subdivision of the
genre musical theatre to tell a story in the style of a rock musical or
a book musical.

Section D: Vocabulary
Component 2 LA.C Review of own development and contribution to the performance
Term

Definition

Analyse

Examine methodically and in detail.

Appropriate

Select and use skills in a way that reflect the aim.

Describe

Give a clear, objective account in your own words, showing recall, and in some cases application, of relevant features of
information.
Provide details and give reasons and/or evidence to support an argument.

Explain
Evaluate

Bring together all information and review it to form a conclusion, drawing on evidence, including strengths, weaknesses, alternative
actions, relevant examples or information.

Identify

Indicate main features or the purpose of something.

Select

Choose the best or most suitable option related to specific criteria or outcomes.

Cambridge National in Sport Science – Sports Injuries
Environmental
Type of
activity

Safety
hazard

Extrinsic
factors

Coaching
Equipment

Definition

Motivation

Motivation is a combination of the drive within us to achieve our aims and the outside
factors which affect it. Motivation has the following two forms, intrinsic motivation
and extrinsic motivation.

Intrinsic
motivation

Motivated by the feeling of pride and enjoyment when you have been successful.
Inner desire to overcome a problem or task.

Extrinsic
motivation

Motivated by external sources outside of the performer e.g. money, rewards, trophies,
praise from others, recognition etc.

Aggression

Aggression is defined as “any form of behaviour directed toward the goal of harming
of injuring another live being who is motivated to avoid such treatment”

Arousal

Arousal is an individual’s level of excitement and readiness to perform. Over arousal is
where a performer can feel overly ‘psyched up’ for a game or match. Under arousal is
on the opposite a performer appears to be acting lazy, sluggish and not prepared for
the activity.

Anxiety

Anxiety is a feeling of worry, nervousness or unease about something with an
uncertain outcome. An athlete suffering from anxiety will usually underachieve. In
sport anxiety is linked to a lack of concentration and focus

Sports injuries related to poor posture
Pelvic Tilt

Lordosis

Difference in length of
legs (one is longer than
the other) results in
additional weight being
put onto one side of the
pelvis. Person may
appear to be leaning to
one side more than the
other when they are
moving.

Spine in the lower back
is excessively curved.
People have a visible
arch in their lower
backs.
People with this
condition often stick
out their stomach and
buttocks.

Kyphosis

Round shoulders

Scoliosis

Curvature of
the spine which
causes the top
of the back to
appear more
rounded than
normal.

Shoulders appear
to lean further
forward than
normal. Upper
back also bends
forward.

Abnormal
curvature of the
spine shape.
Leaning to one
side/spine bending
either to the
left/right or not
being able to stand
straight or bend
properly.

Psychological factors:

Key Term

Posture and causes of poor posture
Posture is the position in which you hold your body upright against gravity while standing, sitting or lying
down. Causes of poor posture:
Poor stance / gait (walking pattern): For example, bending your knees or hunching your shoulders when
standing
Sitting positions: For example, slumping / slouching on the sofa rather than sitting upright
Physical defects: For example, muscles which are weakened around an injured area from a previous
injury
Lack of exercise: Lack of core muscle strength means less support. Another example would be when
someone is overweight which puts strain on posture.
Fatigue (tiredness): Tired muscles are unable to support the skeleton properly and cause people to
slouch.
Emotional factors: For example, when people have low self esteem / lack of confidence, this can affect
posture. People suffering from these factors tend to slouch, look down when walking and have hunched
shoulders.
Clothing / footwear: For example, wearing shoes with high heels causes people to lean forward
24 which
affects their posture.

Y10 Design and Technology
Materials and their properties
Papers and Boards
A: Papers and boards are used for a variety of purposes,
from writing and drawing to packaging and model making.
Paper and board are made from cellulose fibres found in
wood, rags or grasses, which are all renewable materials.
Often paper and board is at least part-recycled, making it
a more environmentally friendly material than a polymer.
Paper and board has been developed to suit a number of
different purposes. It can be given texture or watermarks
and can be laminated with other materials such as plastic,
which can give board waterproof properties.

C: Sustainability
The UK use over 12 million tonnes of paper each year and it takes approximately 25 trees to
make one tonne of paper.
Trees take in Carbon Dioxide (CO²) and produces oxygen but it takes a lot of
energy to cut them down and make paper.
An alternative is to recycle paper and this is becoming more common as this uses between
40% to 70% less energy to produce.
Another way to improve the sustainability of paper and boards is to ensure the timber used to
make them comes from forests which are managed by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
who are dedicated to ensuring that timber supplies are regulated and sustainably harvested.
D: Paper
Paper is measured in sizes from A0-A6 and in grams per square metre (gsm). Anything less than
200gsm is considered a type of paper. For example photocopier paper is usually 80gsm.
E: Boards
Boards (card or cardboard) are always greater than 200gsm. An example of this is corrugated
cardboard which is 200+ gsm.
Board

Characteristics and uses of board

Corrugated card

Strong, lightweight material, made up of two or more layers and a
fluted middle
section leading to good insulating properties, impact resistant, available
in different thicknesses. Used for packaging such as pizza boxes and
large boxes used for heavy items that need impact protection.

Duplex board

Thin board which often has one side that is suitable for printing. Used
for packaging boxes. Often given a waxy coating and used for food and
drinks containers.

Foil-lined board

Board covered on one side with aluminium foil, making it a good
insulator of heat. Used for takeaway or ready meal packaging.

Foam core board

Two pieces of board with a core of foam to increase the thickness, thick
board that is very lightweight. Used for mounting and framing of
artwork and photographs, model making, such as architectural models.

Solid white board

Top quality cardboard, smooth and white, good for printing on. Used
for book covers, greeting cards, packaging and advertising.

Yr10

Key terms / Skills Assessment for research & Planning – Food Preparation
Nutrition
Skill 3: Preparing fruit and vegetables
Skill 1: General practical skills

Food Preparation
Skills

Techniques

Weigh & Measure



Prepare
ingredients and
equipment

Can you evenly and with attention to finished
product…
 grease/oil.
 Line
 flour


Select and adjust
cooking times

Test for readiness

Accurate measurement of liquids and solids.

Use of…
 temperature probe, knife, skewer
 finger or poke test
 bite
 visual colour check or sound to establish
whether an ingredient or recipe is ready.
How to taste and season during the cooking
process.
Change the taste and aroma through: the use of…
 Infusions
 herbs and spices
 Paste
 Jus
 reduction.
How to change texture and flavour using…
 browning (dextrinisation, caramelisation)
 glazing
 add crust
 crisp
 crumbs.
Presentation and food styling…
 use garnishes
 decorative techniques to improve the aesthetic
qualities
 demonstrate portioning
 presenting and finishing.
Skill 2: Knife skills

Food Preparation
Skills

Fruit and
vegetables

Meat, fish or
alternatives

Preparing fruit
and vegetables








Food Prep Skills






fillet a chicken breast
portion a chicken, remove fat and rind
fillet fish
slice evenly and accurately: raw and cooked
meat and fish or alternatives (such as tofu and
halloumi cheese).

Starch based

Techniques
Sauce demonstrating starch gelatinisation such as…
 Roux. All in one. Blended. Infused velouté.
béchamel.
 How starch/liquid ratios affect viscosity.


Reduction





Emulsion




Techniques

Using the grill

Use a range of foods…
 Vegetables. Meat. fish or alternatives such as
halloumi, seeds and nuts; char/grill or toast

Using the oven




baking . Roasting. casseroles and/or tagines
braising.

reduction sauce to show how evaporation
concentrates flavour…
tomato pasta sauce. curry sauce. gravy
meat sauce (including meat alternatives such as
mycoprotein and textured vegetable protein)
to show how evaporation concentrates flavour and
changes the viscosity of the sauce.
make an emulsion sauce such as a salad dressing,
demonstrating an understanding of how to stabilise an
emulsion.
Skill 9:Tenderise and marinate

Food Prep Skills
Tenderise and
marinate

Techniques



how acids denature protein.
marinades add flavour and moisture when preparing
vegetables, meat, fish and alternatives.
Skill 10: dough

Skill 5: Use of equipment
Food Prep Skills
Food Prep Skills
Using
equipment

Techniques



Blender. Food processor. mixer
pasta machine, microwave oven.

Food Prep Skills
Water based
methods using
the hob
Dry heat & fat
based methods
using Hob

Techniques


Use technical skills of…
 Shortening. gluten formation. Pastry. pasta
 fermentation (proving) for bread

Shaping and
finishing








Steaming. Boiling. Simmering. Blanching.
poaching.

Roll out pastry. use a pasta machine
line a flan ring
create layers (palmiers) proving and resting
glazing and finishing, such as pipe choux pastry
bread rolls. pasta, flat breads. Pinwheels. pizza
calzone.

Skill 11: Raising agents
Food Prep Skills



dry frying. shallow frying. stir frying.

Skill 7: Prepare, combine and shape

Prepare,
combine and
shape

Techniques

Making a dough
(bread, pastry,
pasta)

Skill 6: cooking methods

Food Prep Skills
bridge hold & claw grip
Peel, slice
dice and cut into even size pieces (ie batons,
julienne).

Mash, Shred, scoop, scissor snip
Crush, Grate, Peel, Segment
De-skin, De-seed
Blanch, Shape, Pipe
blend, Juice
prepare garnishes whilst demonstrating the
technical skills of controlling enzymic browning
spoilage and preventing food poisoning (wash and
dry where appropriate).
Skill 4: Use of the cooker

Techniques




Food Prep Skills

Techniques



Select and adjust the cooking process and
length of time to suit the ingredient, for
example to match the cut of meat, fish and
alternatives.



Judge and modify
sensory
properties

Food Prep Skills

Skill 8: Sauce making

Techniques





Roll. Wrap. Skewer. Mix. coat
layer meat, fish and alternatives
shape and bind wet mixtures (such as falafels,
burgers, fish cakes or meatballs)
demonstrate the technical skill of preventing cross
contamination and handling high risk foods
correctly.

Techniques

Eggs as a raising
agent




create a gas-in-liquid foam.
whisked sponge

Chemical raising
agents




the use of self raising flour
baking powder. bicarbonate of soda

Steam-raising agent



use of steam in a mixture (choux pastry, batter)

Biological raising
agent



Use of yeast in breadmaking

whisking egg whites,

Skill 12: Setting mixtures
Food Prep Skills
Removal of heat
Use protein

Techniques


Gelation . Use a starch to set a mixture on
chilling for layered desserts such as custard.

Set a mixture on heating such as…
 Denatured. Coagulated protein in eggs.

Y10 Engineering

Y10 Engineering

Year 10 Construction Summer Term 1
Unit 6 Carpentry and Joinery
Tool Picture

Tools Identification
Name and Use
Try Square
Marking at 90º to the Face
side or Face edge of timber
Mortise gauge
Marking out Mortise &
Tenon joints
Mallet
For striking a chisel

Tenon Saw
1. For cutting Tenon
cheeks
2. General joint making
Bevel-edged chisel
Paring of timber.
1. Chopping out dovetail
joints
2. General cutting
Mortise Chisel
Chopping out mortises

Health and Safety and
Risk Assessment
HSE is the abbreviation for
the Health and Safety
Executive

The HSE is a regulator that aims to
prevent workplace death, injury or ill
health.
Risk assessments are used to manage
risks in construction. Below is an
example of a risk assessment document.
State activity/tool e.g chisel
List all hazards
e.g safe storage of tools
Trips and falls
Incorrect use of tool
Sharp cutting edge

Control measures may
include safe storage, correct
training, rules and restrictions
as well as PPE and planning
for accidents and
emergencies

Bench Hook
To prevent work from
slipping on the work bench
when cutting

Likelihood,
severity and
risk are all
scored out of 5
and can be
reviewed after
control
measures are
put in place.

Health and Safety – Key Terms

90°

x

Corner halving Joint
Consist of two channels
that interlock and are
bonded together with
adhesives and sometimes
a nail or screw is added
for extra strength.
Mortise and Tenon
One of the strongest and
most appealing woodwork
joints able to be made
because of its flush fitting
design
Bridle Joint
Larger gluing, so
marginally stronger
than a regular mortise
and Tenon joint
Not as aesthetically
pleasing because the
end grain of the Tenon
can be seen.

Construction Drawing - Line Types
Construction line
Dimension line
Centre line
Hidden detail
Object line

http://www.woodworkbasics.com/index.html
https://technologystudent.com/joints/joindex.htm

Break line

29

Cutting plane line

B – Programming Support

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Print
Print a message

A – Computational Thinking
Print out variables

Keyword

Definition

Decomposition

When any task or problem is broken down into simple
logical steps or parts

Abstraction

Taking away any detail to make something easier to
understand

Algorithm

A simple set of steps that defines how a task is
performed

Comparing Computer Algorithms
The first things to check are:
• Does the solution work?
• Does the solution complete its task in a
set amount of time?

Input and Casting
Store an input and
use it to print a
message
Store an input and
cast, turning it into
a number data
type

IF/ELSE and ELIF

There are two criteria used to compare
computer algorithms:
1.
The space requirements (how much
memory is needed to complete the
task)
2.
The time requirements (how much
time it will take to complete the task)

C – Debugging

FOR LOOPS

FOR LOOP
MISCONCEPTIONS

Types of Errors
The print command can be
useful as a debugging tool.
There are two main types of
errors:
• Syntax Error: a mistake in
keywords or symbols,
missing brackets or
incorrect indents
• Logical Error: a mistake in
program thinking, using
the wrong data type

1.

2.

The loop variable is just a name
but it can be used in the code
inside the loop
The loop will stop when it
reaches the end of the range
and will not do the code inside
the loop. Look at the examples
above – that's why there is no 5
or 8 printed in the shell

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
A – Initiation Phase Vocabulary
Keyword

Definition

Purpose

What a product or system is for (to
inform, entertain, inspire)

B – Project Life Cycle
Initiation Phase
The starting point when we see if
the project is feasible. To do this
we must gather answers from the
project manager and the client

Planning Phase
Here the detailed project plans are
made using the client requirements
and constraints.

Client Requirements

What is needed for the project, the
tasks, features and function for the
new system

Resources

What is needed to complete a project
(hardware, software, people, finance)

Constraints

Considerations that may hold back and
interfere with the progress of a project

The longest phase where the product, known as a deliverable is created and
tested. The project manager will use the project plan from the planning phase
to monitor the project and identify issues (time, budget, specialist staff)

Feasibility Report

A document that outlines if a project is
possible or worthwhile doing based on
the resources available

Evaluation Phase

Objectives

What a project or system is attempting
to do if successfully completed

Legislation

Laws and regulations that must be
followed in a project

The project manager will produce the
project plan

Execution Phase

During this phase the deliverable product is released and user documentation
is created for the client. These are used to ensure the client can use the product
and that any installation, upgrades can be easily done

C – SMART Targets
Project Manager

The person responsible for organised
and monitoring the progress of a
project or new system

Phase Review

An evaluation that happens at the end
of a project life cycle phase to
determine if the phase should move to
the next stage

Measurable
Each goal must be able to be
measured and checked during
the project
Achievable
It must be possible to
create the product and
meet the goal otherwise
the project will fail

Realistic
Within the constraints and resources the goal should
be possible

Time
When will the goal
be complete by

Specific
The clear the goals the
easier to monitor. Get
more detail from the
client and product to be
specific

Business - COMPONENT 1 - Exploring Enterprises
•

•
•

TYPES & CHARACTERISTICS OF SME
THEPURPOSE OF ENTERPRISE

Learning Aim A Examine the characteristics of enterprises
Types of ownership

Types of SME and their characteristics
Micro

Small

Medium

Sole trade

Partnership

Limited Company

0-10

11-49

50-249

Run by their self
employed owner; they
can be profit-making or
not-for-profit (e.g.
charity).

These are often limited
companies; this means
the owner is only
responsible for debts up to
the amount the have
invested.

These businesses have
different roles within
them due to their size
(examples: finance
department,
production, sales).

An individual person
owns a business.
unlimited liability

Two or more people
own a business.
unlimited liability

Often a family-run
business with the
protection of
limited liability

Example: if they invest
£100,000 they’re only
responsible for £100,000
worth of debts.

These are very formal
businesses and have
legal status of being
‘limited’ (LTD)

These can be run by
anyone.

Making a profit

Surviving

Expanding

Many SME's have the primary aims of making a
profit. They’re usually running the enterprise to make
money for themselves & their families

Many SME's fail within the first 12 months of
trading. Causes include- high Costs, Low Sales,
Loss of customers
This is often an aim because being larger can mean
higher profits. They could move location, increase
customers, increase product portfolio, offer additional
services to existing customers

Maximising Sales

Making more sales is important as it often means
more customers. ALL SME's have to do this to
survive.

Being
Environmentally
friendly & ethical

It is important to consider the environment and material
used to produce the goods and services. Ideally they need
to think about recycling, reducing and reusing and providing
ethical working conditions with pay and standards.

Providing a
charitable service

Some SME's are set up to provide a
charitable service to the community.

Some businesses chose to operate just with a physical
premises, some with just an online presence. Other businesses
choose to take advantage of both online presence and
physical premises (they’re multichannel)

Health and Social Care: RO22 Effective Communication
Learning Outcome 1: Understand how to communicate effectively

Key Terms Table
Advocates

Key Terms Table B
independent people who
represent the wishes, views and
preferences of people who are
unable to do so for themselves
due to an illness, disability or a
condition.

regular meetings to discuss the
effectiveness of an individual’s
care plan and if it is meeting
their needs.

– a written statement that sets
out an individual’s preferences,
wishes, care and support needs,
including the care that will be
provided, reasons why, when
they will be provided and by
whom.

Active listening

being able to focus, understand,
interpret and respond to what is
being said or expressed.

Personal space

the physical area that
immediately surrounds a person.

– A description of the symptoms
that occur when the brain is
affected by specific conditions
and diseases. Symptoms may
include memory loss and
difficulties with thinking,
problem solving or language.

Positive
communications

communication that is positive,
honest and constructive.

Paraphrasing

– a way of restating what has
been said or heard by clarifying
it.

– The ability to understand and
share another person’s feelings
and experiences

Care plan

Jargon

Physical disability

Learning disability

Dyslexia

– a condition that affects the
body’s muscle control and
movement usually caused by an
injury to the brain before, during
or after birth.

Care review

Empathy

Dementia

Cerebral palsy

Summarising

– a way of concluding and
focusing on key points

Open questions

a physical impairment that
affects an individual’s ability to
do daily activities

questions that encourage the
expression of feelings.

Patronising language

a learning impairment that
affects an individual’s ability to
do daily activities

speaking to people so that they
feel they are not very intelligent
or important

Insomnia

– a condition that makes it
difficult to fall asleep or stay
asleep

Emotional abuse

emotional maltreatment or
emotional neglect

words or expressions used by
professionals that are difficult for
others to understand

a learning disability that affects
an individual’s ability to learn to
read or interpret words, letters
numbers and/or other symbols.

Research Activity: Makaton is a
form of communication that uses
signs and symbols to communicate
Find and draw some signs and
symbols that could be used with
students at Stanton Vale School
Quick Questions

• What are the four types of
communication that care
practitioners use?
• How could you adapt
communication for an individual
with learning difficulties?
• Why is a quiet environment
essential for active listening?
• Explain the importance of giving
an individual personal space.
• What is the meaning of the
acronym SOLER?

Task
Active listening can
positively influence
communication.
• Explain what is meant
by “active listening”
• Make a poster to show
the SOLER theory
which is a technique for
active listening.

Health and Social Care RO22 Effective Communication
Learning Outcome 1: Understand how to communicate effectively

Key Knowledge
There are four different types of communication

Factors that positively influence
communication:

Parent and toddler group

skills that practitioners must be able to

Environmental factors: room at a

The Happy Days parent and toddler group plan to

understand and use.

pleasant temperature, and well

use a small outdoor space at the back of the village

• Verbal skills (clear speech, tone, pace,

ventilated/layout of room arranged

conveying empathy)
• Non-verbal skills (body language gestures,
facial expression)
• Written communication (reports, care plans,
letters, emails, texts)
• Specialist communication ( sign language,
Makaton, voice activated software, Braille)

carefully and safely/well lit room/ quiet

Language: patronising or inappropriate

outdoor space is very small and there is a poorly lit
corridor leading to it. There is a large tree outside

room with no interruptions or

the door and this casts a shadow over the whole

distractions

area so it is poorly lit.

Interpersonal factors : relationships
built on trust and respect/observing
and respecting personal space/

Barriers to communication

hall for the toddlers to play in and explore. The

respecting differences in culture/ use

What barriers could affect positive communication
if the children use the outside space?

Ron

language (swearing or being rude)/language

of appropriate body language/active

Ron is a 78 years old who lives alone. He is

differences (accents or foreign language)/

listening

experiencing severe and persistent chest pains and

gets a taxi to his local hospital Accident and

inappropriate body language (gestures lack of
eye contact)/ tiredness/ aggression/ speech
impairments.
Environment: noise/ inadequate space/ poor

How many forms of
communication have
YOU used today?

Emergency Department. When he arrives it is very
busy and noisy, the waiting room is full and there is
a long queue of people waiting to register

lighting
Disabilities or illness: visual or hearing

What barriers to positive communication are

impairments/ dementia/ mental health/

there?

disorders/ effects of medication.

Key terms
Denote

Connote

Stereotype

Codes

Convention

Media language

The literal or surface meaning of a
sign or media product.
The deeper or underlying meanings of
a sign. For example, images of a
sunset in a film may connote ending
or closure.
a widely held but fixed and
oversimplified image or idea of a
particular type of person or thing.
"the stereotype of the woman as the
carer“.
A communication system which
includes signs, rules and shared
understanding. Examples include the
verbal, non verbal and photographic.

The typical way we do things. Each
genre has typical conventions. Fore
example in horror films there is often
use of dark colours.
All of the ways a producer can
communicate when using the media.

CSP Knowledge Questions
1.

What is CGI?

2.

What is context?

3.

What is a Todorovian structure?

4.

What is intertextuality?

5.

What is a stereotype?

6.

What is the message of the Represent
ad?

7.

How does the represent advert subvert
stereotypes?

8.

How does the Galaxy advert use
nostalgia?

9.

What is the narrative of the OMO
advert?

10. What non-verbal codes does the OMO
advert use?
11. How does OMO represent femininity?
12. How have adverts changed since 1955?
13. What does the empty chair in the
represent advert connote?

